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Beams with quantized angular momentum

– plane waves

– spherical waves

– cylindrical waves
(Bessel beams)

K.Y. Bliokh, et al., 
PRL 99 (2007) 190404

Generalizations for relativistic bosons and fermions 
are straightforward! 
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Basic exact solutions to the wave equations
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Twisted photons

• Optical tweezers for trapping and moving micro- and nano-objects for biology, condensed matter physics, etc.

• Focused laser beams and photons in waveguides and optical fibers were shown to carry OAM

• They enable quadrupole transitions in atoms, prohibited for plane-wave photons

• They can be generated in a vicinity of rotating black holes

• X-ray twisted photons can be generated via inverse Compton scattering by relativistic electrons

• Entangled pairs of twisted photons can be created, for instance, via the parametric down conversion

• Can be used to increase transmission capacity of radio signals

Grier, Nature 424, 810 (2003)



Beams with quantized angular momentum

K.Y. Bliokh et al. / Physics Reports 690 (2017) 1–70

Vortex electrons: the probability current has an azimuthal component

The electron magnetic moment can be huge!
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         The first generation of vortex electrons:

• M. Uchida and A. Tonomura, Nature 464, 737 (2010),

• J. Verbeeck, et al., Nature 467 (2010) 301–304,

• B. J. McMorran, et al., Science 331, 192 (2011)

• The highest electron energy is 300 keV

• The highest angular momentum so far is ~ 1000!

• The smallest spot size is 0.1 nm!

Two main methods:

 Spiral phase plates  Gratings with a fork dislocation

Beams with quantized angular momentum

Atomic scale!
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Beams with quantized angular momentum

No theory of vortex atoms!

August 2021!
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Landau states in magnetic field

Beams with quantized angular momentum

Bessel beams  Laguerre-Gaussian beams
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D. Karlovets, PRA 99, 043824 (2019)

For free vortex electrons, the angular momentum is still quantized!



Airy beams

10Voloch-Bloch, et al., Nature 494, 331 (2013)

Solution to the wave equation
[Berry & Balazs, Am. J. Phys. 47, 264 (1979)]:

• The electron energy is 200 keV

• No spreading

• Self heals



Vortex neutrons

At the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), USA: 
Created in a 20 MW reactor, cooled in a cryogenic moderator to 20K, 

and transported through 30 m of neutron guides.

E = 11 meV, wavelength = 0.271 nm
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New means for neutron optics and low-energy nuclear physics:

imaging, tomography, magnetic material studies, skyrmions, etc.

Neutron transverse coherence length: 60 nm – 1 µm

Beam diameter: 15 mm



Vortex neutrons
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Vortex neutrons

13“Note that the experiment is an expectation valued measurement over many events, each of which involves only a single neutron. 
That is, there is one neutron at a time in the NI and the hologram is build up from an incoherent superposition of many events”



Vortex neutrons
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“ The triangular coils induce perpendicular phase gradients
along the directions that are also perpendicular to the 
direction of the incoming spin state. Pairs of triangular coils 
then effectively act as LOV prism pairs.”

H ~ 0.014 T



Vortex neutrons
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Vortex neutrons
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«Recent interest in complex topological and quantum materials suggests a need for a tool with 
unique penetrating abilities and magnetic sensitivity. Analysis of material properties could be 
performed using a neutron spin-orbit lattice where the lattice constants are matched to the 
characteristic length scales of materials”



Vortex neutrons
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Scattering amplitude:

Standard Schwinger cross section (plane waves):

Vortex neutrons



Macroscopic target (incoherent superposition of many nuclei):

Angular singularity at instead of 0!

Vortex neutrons



Vortex neutrons

The amplitude with a lateral shift:

Averaging the cross section with a density:



Vortex neutrons

Within the momentum cone

the asymmetry reaches the values
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New physics with vortex neutrons

Total angular momentum = orbital AM + spin

Vortex particles instead of the spin-polarized ones!



New physics with vortex neutrons

1. Potentially huge angular momentum: new means for neutron tomography, holography, and material studies:
different interactions with spin waves and other quasi-particles in materials

2. More effective testing of the nuclear forces at low energies where the QCD does not work

3. Finite transverse and longitudinal coherence phenomena: going beyond the Born approximation,
fundamentals of quantum mechanics, testing its different interpretations

4. For charged vortex particles, the magnetic moments increases, so does the cyclotron frequency in magnetic field.
No similar effects for vortex neutrons?

5. Precision tests of the Standard model and search for New physics

6. Unwanted systematics in high-precision experiments due to accidental twisting
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